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Christina: A Sister to Chrystabell (Hardback)
By Lee J Morrison

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Beautiful Christina Campbell appears to be the perfect wife and
Mother, and professional Show Jumping Champion, to her stunning Fashionista sister-in-law
Chrystabell. They bond immediately becoming closer than sisters, and Chrystabell discovers that
there is more to Christina than meets the eye. Who is mysterious fatally attractive Bramwell Stoker,
and how does handsome Lord Malcolm Clydesdale instigate the life changing events for Christina?
Solid, stable, sagacious Andrew Campbell also hides surprising secrets - what calls him away so
often to Scotland from Chelsea, and their Berkshire Stables? How is Christina s life inseparably
intertwined with the powerful Triumvirate? This is another compelling and realistic passionate
romance, by Lee J Morrison, following the success of Chrystabell s Secrets, and Theo, A Nephew of
Chrystabell, as advertised in the TLS, and Kirkus Indie Reviews. If you want to be enthralled, to
laugh, to cry, and be entertained, do not miss this poetic novel.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy
way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication where in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Prof. London Gerlach
It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Walsh
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